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Abstract. We show that the shuffle and iterated shuffle of the commu-
tative closure of a group language is regular, and derive state bounds
for resulting automata. In particular, for commutative group languages
the iterated shuffle is a regularity preserving operation. For the shuffle of
two commutative group languages, we give a sharp bound. For applying
the shuffle operation to the commutative closure of multiple group lan-
guages we give a state bound that is better than applying general bounds
on individual operations. To derive our results, we introduce the state
label method as a unifying framework, which is based on a generalized
commutative image and a decomposition thereof into unary automata.
Keywords: state complexity · commutative closure · group language ·
permutation automaton · state label method · shuffle · iterated shuffle
1 Introduction
The state complexity of a regular language L is the minimal number of states
needed in a complete deterministic automaton accepting L. Investigating the
state complexity of the result of a regularity-preserving operation on regular
languages was first initiated in [16] and systematically started in [22], for a sur-
vey see [9]. If we combine the bounds for different operations, we get bounds for
the combined operations. But it was noted that often these bounds are not op-
timal. The first study [1], which looked at the state complexity of the combined
operation Σ˚ ¨ L, was motivated by applications from temporal logic. Several
studies followed that looked at combined operations, also on subclasses of the
regular languages, we refer again to the survey [9]. Here, we study the state com-
plexity of the shuffle and iterated shuffle combined with the commutative closure
on the class of group languages. This class is special, as for it the commutative
closure is regularity-preserving [11, 14]. We will also show that the combined
operation of commutative closure and iterated shuffle is regularity preserving on
it, a result not true in general. The shuffle and iterated shuffle have been intro-
duced and studied to understand the semantics of parallel programs. This was
undertaken, as it appears to be, independently by Campbell and Habermann [4],
by Mazurkiewicz [17] and by Shaw [21]. They introduced flow expressions, which
allow for sequential operators (catenation and iterated catenation) as well as for
parallel operators (shuffle and iterated shuffle). The shuffle operation as a binary
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operation, but not the iterated shuffle, is regularity preserving on all regular lan-
guages. The state complexity of this operation was studied in [2, 5, 6, 12, 13]. The
state complexity of the commutative closure on finite languages was investigated
in [7, 15, 19].
2 Preliminaries and Definitions
Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku be a finite set of symbols
1, called an alphabet. The set Σ˚
denotes the set of all finite sequences, i.e., of all words with the concatenation
operation. The finite sequence of length zero, or the empty word, is denoted by ε.
For a given word, we denote by |w| its length, and for a P Σ by |w|a the number
of occurrences of the symbol a in w. Subsets of Σ˚ are called languages. For
L Ď Σ˚ we set L` “
Ť8
i“1 L
i and L˚ “ L` Y tεu. With N0 “ t0, 1, 2, . . .u we
denote the set of natural numbers, including zero. We consider the usual order
ă on N0. On the cartesian product N
m
0
(m ą 0) by ă we denote the product (or
componentwise) order. For a setX by PpXq we denote the power set ofX , i.e, the
set of all subsets of X . Every function f : X Ñ Y induces a function f : PpXq Ñ
PpY q by setting fpZq :“ tfpzq | z P Zu. Here, we will denote this extension also
by f . A bijective function f : X Ñ X is called a permutation (of X). If X is
finite, the smallest number n ě 0 such that fnpxq “ x for each x P X is called the
order of the permutation. Every permutation could be written as a composition
of disjoint cycles, which is unique up to the order of the cycles [3]. Then the
order equals the least common multiple of all the resulting cycle lengths. By
pi1 : X ˆ Y Ñ X and pi2 : X ˆ Y Ñ Y we denote the projection maps onto
the first and second component, pi1px, yq “ x and pi2px, yq “ y. If a, b P N0 with
b ą 0, we denote by a mod b the unique number 0 ď r ă b such that a “ bn` r
for some n ě 0. For n P N0 we set rns :“ tk P N0 : 0 ď k ă nu. Let M Ď N0 be a
finite set. By maxM we denote the maximal element in M with respect to the
usual order, and we set maxH “ 0. Also for finite M Ď N0zt0u, i.e., M is finite
without zero in it, by lcmM we denote the least common multiple of the numbers
in M , where lcmH “ 0. A finite deterministic and complete automaton will be
denoted by A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q with δ : SˆΣ Ñ S the state transition function,
S a finite set of states, s0 P S the start state and F Ď S the set of final states.
The properties of being deterministic and complete are implied by the definition
of δ as a total function. The transition function δ : SˆΣ Ñ S could be extended
to a transition function on words δ˚ : S ˆΣ˚ Ñ S by setting δ˚ps, εq :“ s and
δ˚ps, waq :“ δpδ˚ps, wq, aq for s P S, a P Σ and w P Σ˚. In the remainder we drop
the distinction between both functions and will also denote this extension by δ.
A semi-automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δq is like an automaton, but without a designated
start state and without a set of final states. All (semi-)automata considered in
this paper will be finite, complete and deterministic. The language accepted
by an automaton A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q is LpAq “ tw P Σ
˚ | δps0, wq P F u. A
language L Ď Σ˚ is called regular if L “ LpAq for some finite automaton. For
a language L Ď Σ˚ and u, v P Σ˚ we define the Nerode right-congruence with
respect to L by u ”L v if and only if @x P Σ : ux P LØ vx P L. The equivalence
class for some w P Σ˚ is denoted by rws”L :“ tx P Σ
˚ | x ”L wu. A language is
regular if and only if the above right-congruence has finite index, and it could
1 If not otherwise stated we assume that our alphabet has the form Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku
and k ě 1 denotes the number of symbols.
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be used to define the minimal deterministic automaton AL “ pΣ,Q, δ, rεs”L, F q
with Q :“ trws”L | w P Σ
˚u, δprws”L , aq :“ rwas”L for a P Σ, w P Σ
˚ and
F :“ trws”L | w P Lu. It is indeed the smallest automaton accepting L in terms
of states, and we will refer to this construction as the minimal automaton of L.
The state complexity of a regular language is defined as the number of Nerode
right-congruence classes. We will denote this number by scpLq. We will also talk
about the state complexity of a (combined) regularity-preserving operation. If f :
PpΣ˚qn Ñ PpΣ˚q is a regularity-preserving operation, its state complexity is the
function scpfq : Nn0 Ñ N0 given by scpfqpm1, . . . ,mnq “ maxtscpfpL1, . . . , Lnqq |
Li regular with scpLiq ď mi for i P t1, . . . , nuu. The same definition holds for
operations that are only regularity-preserving on subclasses, or if we are only
interested in certain subclasses. Then the domain is restricted to this subclass.
The map ψ : Σ˚ Ñ Nk
0
given by ψpwq “ p|w|a1 , . . . , |w|akq is called the Parikh-
morphism. For a given word w P Σ˚ we define permpwq :“ tu P Σ˚ : ψpuq “
ψpwqu and for languages L Ď Σ˚ we set permpLq :“
Ť
wPL permpwq. A language
is called commutative if permpLq “ L.
Definition 1. The shuffle operation, denoted by , is defined by
u v :“
"
x1y1x2y2 ¨ ¨ ¨xnyn |
u “ x1x2 ¨ ¨ ¨xn, v “ y1y2 ¨ ¨ ¨ yn,
xi, yi P Σ
˚, 1 ď i ď n, n ě 1
*
,
for u, v P Σ˚ and L1 L2 :“
Ť
xPL1,yPL2
px yq for L1, L2 Ď Σ
˚.
The shuffle operation is commutative, associative and distributive over union.
We will use these properties without further mention. In writing formulas with-
out brackets we suppose that the shuffle operation binds stronger than the set op-
erations, and the concatenation operator has the strongest binding. For L Ď Σ˚
the iterated shuffle is L,˚ “
Ť8
i“0 L
,i with L,0 “ tεu and L,i`1 “ LL,i.
The positive iterated shuffle is L,` “
Ť8
i“1 L
,i. We call a language a (pure-
)group language2 if it is accepted by a complete automaton where every let-
ter acts as a permutation on the state set. Such automata are also called per-
mutation automata. The next result is taken from [8] and gives equations like
permpUV q “ permpUq permpV q or permpU˚q “ permpUq,˚ for U, V Ď Σ˚
We will use such equations frequently without special mentioning.
Theorem 1. [8] perm : PpΣ˚q Ñ PpΣ˚q is a semiring morphism from the
semiring pPpΣ˚q,Y, ¨,H, tεuq to the semiring pPpΣ˚q,Y,,H, tεuq that also
respects the iterated catenation resp. iterated shuffle operation.
Let L Ď Σ˚ be a commutative regular language. For each j P t1, . . . , ku let
ij ě 0 and pj ě 1 be the smallest numbers such that ra
ij
j s”L “ ra
ij`pj
j s”L . The
vectors pi1, . . . , ikq and pp1, . . . , pkq are then called the index and period vectors
of L. These notions where introduced in [10, 12, 13] and it was shown that they
could be used to bound the state complexity of L.
Theorem 2. [10, 12, 13] Let L be a commutative regular language with index
vector pi1, . . . , ikq and period vector pp1, . . . , pkq. Then scpLq ď
śk
j“1pij ` pjq.
2 These were introduced in [18] under the name of pure-group events.
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A commutative regular language is a group languages if and only if its index
vector is the zero vector. This follows by constructions from [12, 13] and as the
minimal automaton of a group language is a permutation automaton. Note that
for commutative group languages, the periods equal the order of the correspond-
ing letter viewed as a permutation on the states of the minimal automaton.
2.1 Unary Languages
Let Σ “ tau be a unary alphabet. In this section we collect some results about
unary languages. Suppose L Ď Σ˚ is regular with an accepting complete deter-
ministic automaton A “ pΣ,S, δ, s0, F q. Then by considering the sequence of
states δps0, a
1q, δps0, a
2q, δps0, a
3q, . . . we find numbers i ě 0, p ą 0 with i and
p minimal such that δps0, a
iq “ δps0, a
i`pq. We call these numbers the index
i and the period p of the automaton A. Suppose A is initially connected, i.e.,
δps0, Σ
˚q “ Q. Then i` p “ |S| and the states ts0, δps0, aq, . . . , δps0, a
i´1qu con-
stitute the tail and the states tδps0, a
iq, δps0, a
i`1q, . . . , δps0, a
i`p´1u constitute
the unique cycle of the automaton. When we speak of the cycle, tail, index or
period of an arbitrary unary automaton we nevertheless mean the above sets,
even if the automaton is not initially connected and the automaton graph might
have more than one cycle or more than one straight path.
3 Results
We assume Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. First, in Section 3.1 we introduce the state label
method and use it to derive Theorem 3. This theorem is a general regularity
condition that also gives bounds for the size of resulting automata. The state
label method and Theorem 3 are the backbone of the results from Section 3.3,
Section 3.4 and Section 3.5. The method, as applied here, is related to automata.
The definitions and results for these so called automata induced state label maps
are collected in Section 3.2. In Section 3.3, as a first application, we derive
state complexity bounds for the combined operation of the commutative closure
and the binary shuffle operation on group languages. We relate these bounds to
previous results, but also state a sharp bound for the special case of commutative
group languages, for which this combined operation reduces to the ordinary
shuffle operation. But the state label method as presented in this section is more
a preparation and example application for the following sections. In particular,
in the follow-up Section 3.4 the same method with minor modifications could
be applied to derive state bounds for the combined operation of applying the
shuffle n times to the commutative closure of n group languages. Lastly, in
Section 3.5, we derive that the combined operation of the commutative closure
and the iterated shuffle on group languages gives a regular language, and we give
state complexity bounds for this operation. This implies that the iterated shuffle
on commutative group languages is regularity preserving.
3.1 The State Label Method
The state label method was implicitly used in [14] to give a state complexity
bound for the commutative closure of a group language, see [14] for an intuitive
explanation and examples in this special case. That the commutative closure is
regularity preserving for group languages was discovered in [11]. Here, we ex-
tract the method of proof from [14] in a more abstract setting and formulate it
independently of any automata. Intuitively, we want to describe a commutative
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language by labelling points from Nk
0
with subsets. We call these subsets state
labels, as in our applications they arise from the states of given automata. In-
tuitively and very roughly, the method could be thought of as both a refined
Parikh map for regular languages and a power set construction for automata
that incorporates the commutativity condition. The connection to languages is
stated in Theorem 3. In the framework of the state label method we introduce
a special class of unary automata in Definition 4. These are used to decompose
the state labelling map, which is made more precise in Proposition 1. This takes
the theme of viewing commutative languages as strongly tied to unary languages
further, a guiding theme already used in previous work [12, 13, 14]. In our ap-
plications in Section 3.3, Section 3.4 and Section 3.5 we will first define a state
labelling from one or many automata that is related to our operations at hand.
Then, we will show that this state labelling could be linked with the Parikh
image of the language operation in question. This last step then yields that the
state label map could be used to decribe the commutative closure. Finally, by
Proposition 2, for permutation automata we can apply Theorem 3 in our sit-
uations to conclude that the resulting languages are regular and derive state
complexity bounds. Our first definition in this section will be the notion of a
state label map.
Definition 2. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and Q be a finite set. A state label function
is a function σ : Nk0 Ñ PpQq given by another function f : PpQq ˆ Σ Ñ PpQq
so that
σppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fpσpqq, bq (1)
for p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q and σp0, . . . , 0q P PpQq is arbitrary.
In this context, we call the elements from Q states, even if they do not
correspond to an automaton. The function f : PpQq ˆ Σ Ñ PpQq could be
extended to words by setting fpS, εq “ S and fpS, uxq “ fpfpS, uq, xq. With
this extension the next equation could be derived.
Lemma 1. Let σ : Nk
0
Ñ PpQq be a state label function given by f : PpQqˆΣ Ñ
PpQq and p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0 . If 1 ď n ď p1 ` . . .` pk, then
σppq “
ď
pq,wqPNk
0
ˆΣn
p“q`ψpwq
fpσpqq, wq.
Next, we introduce the hyperplanes that will be used in Definition 4.
Definition 3. (hyperplane aligned with letter) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and j P
t1, . . . , ku. We set Hj “ tpp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
| pj “ 0u.
Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and j P t1, . . . , ku. We will decompose the state
label map into unary automata. For each letter aj and point p P Hj , we construct
unary automata A
pjq
p . They are meant to read inputs in the direction ψpajq,
which is orthogonal to Hj . This will be stated more precisely in Proposition 1.
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Definition 4. (unary automata along letter aj P Σ) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and
σ : Nk0 Ñ PpQq be a state label function, with defining function f : PpQq ˆΣ Ñ
PpQq and finite set Q. Fix j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj. We define a unary automa-
ton A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q. But suppose for points q P Nk0 with p “
q ` ψpbq for some b P Σ the unary automata A
pjq
q “ ptaju, Q
pjq
q , δ
pjq
q , s
p0,jq
q , F
pjq
q q
are already defined. Set3
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Let I be the maximal index and P the least common multiple4 of the periods of
the unary automata in P. Then set
Qpjqp “ PpQq ˆ rI ` P s,
sp0,jqp “ pσppq, 0q, (2)
δpjqp ppS, iq, ajq “
"
pT, i` 1q if i` 1 ă I ` P ;
pT, Iq if i` 1 “ I ` P ;
(3)
where
T “ fpS, ajq Y
ď
pq,bqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“q`ψpbq
fppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
i`1
j qq, bq (4)
and F
pjq
p “ tpS, iq | S XF ‰ Hu. For a state pS, iq P Q
pjq
p the set S will be called
the state (set) label, or the state set associated with it.
The reader might consult [14] for examples. The next statement makes precise
what we mean by decomposing the state label map along the hyperplanes into
the automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q. Moreover, it justifies calling
the first component of any state pS, iq P Q
pjq
p also the state set label.
Proposition 1. (state label map decomposition) Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and
Q is a finite set. Let σ : Nk
0
Ñ PpQq be a state label map, 1 ď j ď k and
p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
. Assume p P Hj is the projection of p onto Hj, i.e.,
p “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, 0, pj`1, . . . , pkq. Then
σppq “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j qq
for the automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 4.
By Propositon 1, the state label sets of the axis-parallel rays in Nk
0
correspond
to the state set labels of unary automata. Hence, the next is implied.
Corollary 1. A state label map is ultimately periodic along each ray. More for-
mally, if σ : Nk0 Ñ PpQq is a state label function, p P N
k
0 and j P t1, . . . , ku, then
the sequence of state sets σpp` i ¨ψpajqq for i “ 0, 1, 2, . . . is ultimately periodic.
3 Note that in the definition of P , as p P Hj , we have b ‰ aj and q P Hj . In general,
points q P Nk0 with p “ q`ψpbq for some b P Σ are predecessor points in the grid N
k
0 .
4 Note maxH “ 0 and lcmH “ 1.
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Our final result in this section is the mentioned regularity condition. It says
that if the automata from Definition 4 underlying the state set labels, as stated
in Proposition 1, do not grow, i.e., have a bounded number of states, then we
can deduce that the languages we get if we look at the inverse images of the state
label map and the Parikh map are regular. This is equivalent with the condition
that the state set labels all get periodic behind specific points, i.e., outside of
some bounded rectangle in Nk
0
.
Theorem 3. Let σ : N0 Ñ PpQq be a state label map and ψ : Σ
˚ Ñ Nk
0
be
the Parikh map. Suppose for every j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj the automata
A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 4 have a bounded number of
states5, i.e., |Q
pjq
p | ď N for some N ě 0 independent of p and j. Then for
F Ď PpQq the commutative language
ψ´1pσ´1pFqq
is regular and could be accepted by an automaton of size
śk
j“1pIj ` Pjq, where
Ij denotes the largest index among the unary automata tA
pjq
p | p P Hju and Pj
the least common multiple of all the periods of these automata. In particular,
by the relations of the index and period to the states from Section 2.1, the state
complexity of ψ´1pσ´1pFqq is bounded by Nk.
I refer to [14] for examples and more explanation.
3.2 Automata Induced State Label Maps
We call a state label map σ : Nk0 Ñ PpQq given by a function f : PpQq ˆ Σ Ñ
PpQq an automaton induced state label map, if there exists some semi-automaton
A “ pΣ,Q, δq such that δpS, aq Ď fpS, aq for each a P Σ. We also say that such
an (semi-)automaton6 is compatible with the state map. This gives inductively
that δpS,wq Ď fpS,wq for each word w P Σ˚ and set S Ď Q.
Lemma 2. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a semi-automaton and suppose the state label
map σ : Nk0 Ñ PpQq is compatible with A. Let p, q P N
k
0 with q ă p, then
δpσpqq, wq Ď σppq for each w P Σ˚ with p “ ψpwq ` q.
Our most important result, which generalizes a corresponding result from [14]
to automata induced state label maps, is stated next.
Proposition 2. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a permutation automaton and σ :
N
k
0 Ñ PpQq a state map compatible with A. Then for every automaton A
pjq
p from
Definition 4 its index equals at most p|Q| ´ 1qLj and its period is divided by Lj,
where Lj denotes the order of the letter aj viewed as a permutation of Q, i.e.,
δpq, a
Lj
j q “ q for any q P Q and Lj is minimal with this property.
5 Equivalently, the index and period is bounded, which is equivalent with just a finite
number of distinct automata, up to semi-automaton isomorphism. We call two semi-
automata isomorphic if one semi-automaton can be obtained from the other one by
renaming states and alphabet symbols.
6 For every automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q we can consider the corresponding semi-
automaton A “ pΣ,Q, δq and we will do so without special mentioning.
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3.3 Shuffle Operation
Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and L Ď Σ
˚ be a commutative regular language with
index vector pi1, . . . , ikq and period vector pp1, . . . , pkq. In [11] it was shown that
the commutative closure of a group language is regular and in [12] the following
bound for the state complexity of the commutative closure on group languages
was derived.
Theorem 4. [14] Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a permutation automaton. Then
permpLpAqq is regular and for its index vector pi1, . . . , ikq and period vector
pp1, . . . , pkq we have ij ď p|Q| ´ 1qLj and pj divides Lj for j P t1, . . . , ku, where
Lj denotes the order of the letter aj, viewed as a permutation of the state set.
Hence, by Theorem 2, scppermpLpAqqq ď |Q|k
śk
j“1 Lj.
In [12, 13], the shuffle operation on commutative languages was investigated
and the following result stated.
Theorem 5. [12, 13] Let U and V be commutative regular languages with index
and period vectors pi1, . . . , ikq, pj1, . . . , jkq and pp1, . . . , pkq, pq1, . . . , qkq respec-
tively. Then scpU  V q ď
śk
l“1pil ` jl ` 2 ¨ lcmppl, qlq ´ 1q.
Combining Theorem 4 and Theorem 5, we get the following bound on the
state complexity of the combined operation permpLpAqLpBqq “ permpLpAqq
permpLpBqq.
Corollary 2. Let A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq be fi-
nite permutation automata. Suppose Lj and Kj denote the order of the letter
aj viewed as a permutation on QA and QB respectively. Then scppermpLpAqq
permpLpBqqq is bounded by
kź
j“1
pp|QA| ´ 1qLj ` p|QA| ´ 1qKj ` 2 ¨ lcmpLj ,Kjq ´ 1q.
Next, we will use the state label method to derive another bound. For the
shuffle of two languages, the bound given in Corollary 2 is better. So, the presen-
tation that follows is an example of how to employ the state label method and
a preparation for Section 3.4. The technique carries over without much modifi-
cation to the n-times shuffle of n given group languages. We will give this result
in Section 3.4, and only refer to case of two languages. I feel the presentation
for two languages is much more transparent and once the scheme is understood,
I guess the reader sees how to apply it to the case of n group languages. As we
use the state label method, let us define our state label map.
Definition 5. Let A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq be
finite automata with disjoint state sets, i.e., QA X QB “ H. Denote by σA,B :
N
k
0
Ñ PpQA Y QBq the state label function given by f : P pQA Y QBq ˆ Σ Ñ
P pQA YQBq, where
fpS, aq “
"
δApS XQA, aq Y δBpS XQB, aq Y tsBu if δApS XQA, aq X FA ‰ H;
δApS XQA, aq Y δBpS XQB, aq otherwise;
(5)
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for S Ď QA YQB, a P Σ, and σA,Bppq “
"
tsA, sBu if sA P FA;
tsAu otherwise.
The requirement QA XQB “ H in most statements of this section is not a
limitation, as we could always construct an isomorphic copy of any one of the
involved automata if this is not fullfilled. It is more a technical requirement of
the constructions, to not mix up what is read up to some point.
Lemma 3. Let p P Nk0 and A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq, B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq
be finite automata with disjoint state sets. Denote by σA,B : N
k
0
Ñ PpQA YQBq
the state label map from Definition 5. If for all q P Nk
0
with q ď p we have
σA,Bpqq X FA “ H, then σA,Bppq XQB “ H.
With Lemma 3, we can derive a connection between the Parikh image of
LpAqLpBq and the state label map.
Proposition 3. Suppose we have finite automata A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and
B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq with QA XQB “ H. Then
ψpLpAqLpBqq “ σ´1
A,BptS Ď QA YQB | S X FB ‰ Huq.
Hence, as permpLq “ ψ´1pψpLqq for any L Ď Σ˚, we can conclude that
this state labeling could be used to describe the commutative closure of the
concatenation, which, by Theorem 1, equals permpLpAqq permpLpBq.
Corollary 3. Suppose we have finite automata A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and
B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq with QA XQB “ H. Then
permpLpAqLpBqq “ ψ´1pσ´1
A,BptS Ď QA YQB | S X FB ‰ Huqq.
Constructing an appropriate automaton over QA YQB and applying Theo-
rem 3 then gives the next result.
Theorem 6. Let A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq be finite
permutation automata. Suppose Lj and Kj denote the order of the letter aj
viewed as a permutation on QA and QB respectively, then
scppermpLpAqq permpLpBqqq ď pQA `QBq
k
kź
j“1
lcmpLj ,Kjq.
For commutative group languages U and V with period vectors pp1, . . . , pkq
and pq1, . . . , qkq the best bound up to now is given by Corollary 2,
scpU  V q ď
kź
j“1
ppscpUq ´ 1qpj ` pscpV q ´ 1qqj ` 2 lcmppj , qjq ´ 1q
with scpUq ď
śk
j“1 pj and scpV q ď
śk
j“1 qj . But, in this special case, we can do
better. We will derive a sharp bound. We do not use the state label method for
this result, the method of proof is more similar as in [12, 13].
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Theorem 7. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. For commutative group languages U, V Ď
Σ˚ with period vectors pp1, . . . , pkq and pq1, . . . , qkq their shuffle UV has index
vector pi1, . . . , ikq with ij “ lcmppj , qjq ´ 1 for j P t1, . . . , ku and period vector
pgcdpp1, q1q, . . . , gcdppk, qkqq. Hence
scpU  V q ď
kź
j“1
pgcdppj , qjq ` lcmppj , qjq ´ 1q.
And this bound is sharp, i.e., there exist commutative group languages such that
a minimal automaton accepting their shuffle reaches the bound.
3.4 The n-times Shuffle
Let Ai “ pΣ,Q, δi, si, Fiq for i P t1, . . . , nu be n permutation automata. For the
combined operation permpLpA1qq  . . .  permpLpAnqq we can derive a state
complexity bound analogous as in Section 3.3. We do not detail the steps, as
essentially they consist in first generalizing Definition 5, then deriving a result
similar to Proposition 3, using this to conclude that the commutative closure of
the concatenation operation could be described by the state label function as in
Corollary 3, and finally applying Theorem 3. We then get Theorem 8.
Theorem 8. Let Ai “ pΣ,Q, δi, si, Fiq for i P t1, . . . , nu be n permutation au-
tomata. Then
scppermpLpA1qq . . . permpLpAnqqq ď
˜
nÿ
i“1
Qi
¸k kź
j“1
lcmpL
p1q
j , . . . , L
pnq
j q
where L
piq
j for i P t1, . . . , nu and j P t1, . . . , ku denotes the order of the letter aj
as a permutation on Qi.
3.5 The Iterated Shuffle or Shuffle Closure
We use the state label method. First, we need to define our state label map.
Definition 6. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite automaton. Denote by σA,` :
N
k
0 Ñ PpQq the state label function given by f : P pQq ˆΣ Ñ P pQq, where
fpQ, aq “
"
δpQ, aq Y ts0u if δpQ, aq X F ‰ H;
δpQ, aq otherwise;
(6)
and σA,`p0, . . . , 0q “ ts0u.
To derive our results, we need the following formula for the image of the state
label map at a given point.
Proposition 4. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite au-
tomaton. For the state-label function from Definition 6 we have
σA,`ppq “
"
Ap YBp if pAp YBpq X F “ H;
Ap YBp Y ts0u otherwise;
where Ap “ tδps0, wq | ψpwq “ pu and Bp “ tδps0, wq | Dq P N
k
0 : q ă p and q `
ψpwq “ p and σA,`pqq X F ‰ Hu.
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The next statement, in analogy to Propostion 3 from Section 3.3, gives a
connection between the Parikh image of LpAq˚ and σA,` : N
k
0
Ñ PpQq.
Proposition 5. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite automaton. Then ψpLpAq
˚q “
σ´1
A,`ptS Ď Q | S X F ‰ Huq Y tp0, . . . , 0qu.
With this, we can derive our state complexity bound for the combined oper-
ation of the commutative closure and of the shuffle closure on group languages.
Note that in general this combined operation does not preserves regularity, as
shown by permptabuq,˚ “ tw P ta, bu˚ | |w|a “ |w|bu.
Theorem 9. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a permutation automaton. Then
permpLpAq˚q “ permpLpAqq,˚
is regular and scppermpLpAqq,˚q ď
´
|Q|k
śk
j“1 Lj
¯
` 1, where Lj for j P
t1, . . . , ku denotes the order of aj viewed as a permutation of the state set Q.
Now we can derive that for commutative group languages the shuffle closure
is regular, and we can bound the size of a resulting automaton.
Corollary 4. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and L Ď Σ
˚ be a commutative group lan-
guage with period vector pp1, . . . , pkq. Then scpL
,˚q ď pscpLqk
śk
j“1 pjq ` 1.
4 Conclusion
We have introduced the state label method, which yields a general regularity
criterion for the commutative closure of languages related to regular languages.
The method was applied to derive state complexity bounds for the combined
operation of the commutative closure with the shuffle and iterated shuffle for
the class of group languages. We do not know if these bounds are sharp, but we
suspect that they leave room for improvement, see the corresponding discussion
at the end of [14]. Hence, on group languages, commutative closure with iterated
shuffle is regularity-preserving. In particular the iterated shuffle of commutative
group languages is regular. In case of the shuffle of two commutative group
languages, we also gave sharp bounds for the state complexity. All our bounds
incorporate |Σ|, a phenomenon already encountered in previous work by the
author [12, 13, 14, 15].
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5 Appendix
Here we collect some proofs not given in the main text.
5.1 Results Needed in This Appendix
In this section we collect results that are only needed in the proofs stated in the
appendix. See Section 5.2 for proofs of the results from the main text.
Lemma 4. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be some unary automaton. If δps, a
kq “ s
for some state s P Q and number k ą 0, then k is divided by the period of A.
Proof. Let i be the index, and p the period of A. We write k “ np ` r with
0 ď r ă p. First note that s is on the cycle of A, i.e.,
s P tδps0, a
iq, δps0, a
i`1q, . . . , δps0, a
i`p´1qu
as otherwise i would not be minimal. Then if s “ δps0, a
i`jq for some 0 ď j ă p
we have δps0, a
i`kq “ δps0, a
i`p`kq “ δps0, a
i`j`k`pp´jqq “ δps0, a
i`j`pp´jqq “
δps0, a
iq. So δps0, a
iq “ δps0, a
i`kq “ δps0, a
i`np`rq “ δps0, a
i`rq which gives
r “ 0 by minimality of p. [\
Also, we will need Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 in the proof of Theorem 7.
Lemma 5. (Combining results from [12, 13]) Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and L Ď Σ
˚
be a commutative regular language with index vector pi1, . . . , ikq and period vector
pp1, . . . , pkq. Then we can write
L “
nď
l“1
U
plq
1
 . . . U
plq
k
with unary languages U
plq
j Ď taju
˚ for j P t1, . . . , ku. Furthermore, we can find
unary automata Aj “ ptaju, Qj, δj , sj , Fjq with indices ij and periods pj and
with Fj “ tf
p1q
j , . . . , f
pnq
j u such that for l P t1, . . . , nu
U
plq
j “ tu P taju
˚ : δjpuq “ f
plq
j u
and |Qj | “ ij ` pj. Hence LpAjq “ ta
|u|aj
j | u P Lu “
Ťn
l“1 U
l
j.
Proof. We refer to [10, 12, 13] for the definition of the minimal commutative
automaton. We also use the same notation for the languages U
plq
j as used in [12,
13]. The first claim is stated as Corollary 2 in [12, 13]. Lemma 5 of [12, 13]
states that we can derive from the minimal commutative automaton a unary
automaton with ij ` pj states such that U
plq
j for l P t1, . . . , nu is precisely the
set of words that lead this automaton into a single final state. For each U
plq
j the
automaton with ij ` pj states is the same automaton. Hence, collecting in F all
the final states corresponding to the U
plq
j gives the claim. Note that we could
have U
plq
j “ U
pl1q
j for distinct l, l
1 P t1, . . . , nu. Also note that by definition, and
as the minimal commutative automaton is deterministic, if U
plq
j ‰ U
pl1q
j , then
U
plq
j X U
pl1q
j “ H. [\
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Remark 1. In general, for commutative group languages, the minimal commu-
tative automaton from [10, 12, 13] is not minimal, even if it has a single final
state7. For example, consider L “ apaaq˚bpbbq˚Ypaaq˚pbbq˚ “ tu P ta, bu˚ |
|u| is even u. This language is accepted by the two-state permutation automaton
A “ pta, bu, tq1, q2u, δ, q1, tq1uq where δ : Qˆta, bu Ñ Q is given by δpq1, xq “ q2
and δpq2, xq “ q1 for x P ta, bu.
Lemma 6. (Refining a result from [20]) Let A “ ptau, Q, δ, s0, F q and B “
ptau, P, µ, t0, Eq be two unary automata with index zero and periods p and q
respectively. Write F “ tf1, . . . , fnu, E “ te1, . . . , emu. Then LpAqLpBq could
be accepted by an automaton C “ ptau, R, η, r0, T q with index lcmpp, qq´1, period
gcdpp, qq and T “
Ťn
l“1
Ťm
h“1 Tl,h such that
tw | ηpr0, wq P Tl,hu “ tu | δps0, uq “ flu ¨ tv | µpt0, vq “ ehu
for l P t1, . . . , nu and h P t1, . . . ,mu. This result is optimal in the sense that
there exists automata A and B as above such that C is isomorphic to the minimal
automaton of LpAqLpBq.
Proof. The existence and optimality was stated in [20] as Theorem 8, we only
show the additional part about the final states. With the notation from the
statement, set Al “ ptau, Q, δ, s0, tfluq and Bh “ ptau, Q, µ, t0, tehuq for l P
t1, . . . , nu and h P t1, . . . ,mu. Then by [20] we have an automaton with index
lcmpp, qq ´ 1 and period gcdpp, qq accepting LpAlq ¨ LpBhq for l P t1, . . . , nu and
h P t1, . . . ,mu. As the index and period determines the form of the automaton
uniquely, we can suppose the only differing parts of those automata for each
l P t1, . . . , nu and h P t1, . . . ,mu are the final states. Hence, we can write Cl,h “
ptau, R, η, r0, Tl,hq where R, η and the start state r0 are independent of l and h,
and
Lpptau, R, η, r0, Tl,hqq “ LpAlqLpBhq.
Set T “
Ťn
l“1
Ťm
h“1 Tl,h, then
Lpptau, R, η, r0, T qq “
nď
l“1
mď
h“1
LpAlqLpBhq
“
˜
nď
l“1
LpAlq
¸
¨
˜
mď
h“1
LpBhq
¸
“ LpAqLpBq.
This shows our claim. [\
For lower bound results, we also need the next results.
Lemma 7. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and pn1, . . . , nkq P N
k
0
. Suppose for a commu-
tative language L Ď Σ˚ we have
1. tw P Σ˚ | @j P t1, . . . , ku : |w|aj ě nju Ď L,
7 Note that for group languages, if an accepting permutation automaton has a single
final state, then it is minimal.
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2. tw P Σ˚ | Dj P t1, . . . , ku : |w|aj “ mintnj ´ 1, 0uu X L “ H.
then scpLq “
śk
j“1pnj ` 1q with index vector pn1, . . . , nkq and period vector
p1, . . . , 1q.
Proof. Set C “ pΣ, rn1 ` 1s ˆ . . .ˆ rnk ` 1s, δ, p0, . . . , 0q, F q with
δppi1, . . . , ij´1, ij, ij`1, . . . , ikq, ajq
“ pi1, . . . , ij´1, pij ` 1q mod pnj ` 1q, ij`1, . . . , ikq.
and F “ tpmint|w|a1 , n1u, . . . ,mint|w|ak , nkuq | w P Lu. Then LpCq “ L. Let
pi1, . . . , ikq, pl1, . . . , lkq P rn1 ` 1s ˆ . . . ˆ rnk ` 1s be distinct. Suppose, without
loss of generality, ij ą lj for some j P t1, . . . , ku. This implies 0 ď lj ă nj . Then
δppl1, . . . , lkq, a
n1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ a
nj´1
j´1 a
nj´1´lj
j a
nj`1
j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨a
nk
k q R F
but
δppi1, . . . , ikq, a
n1
1
¨ ¨ ¨ a
nj´1
j´1 a
nj´1´lj
j a
nj`1
j`1 ¨ ¨ ¨a
nk
k q P F
Hence, all states are distinguishable and C is isomorphic to the minimal automa-
ton of L, which proves the claim. [\
Lemma 8. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and L Ď Σ
˚ be a regular language with scpLq “
n. Then scpL Y tεuq ď n` 1 and this bound is sharp. If L is commutative with
index vector pi1, . . . , ikq, then the index vector of LYtεu is at most pi1`1, . . . , ik`
1q and both languages have the same period.
Proof. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be an automaton for L. Choose s
1
0 R Q and
construct A1 “ pΣ,QY ts1
0
u, δ1, s1
0
, F Y ts1
0
uq with
δ1ps1
0
, xq “ δps0, xq
for x P Σ, and δ1pq, xq “ δpq, xq for q P Q, x P Σ.
1. LpA1q Ď LY tεu.
Let w P Σ˚ be a word with δ1ps1
0
, wq P F Y ts1
0
u. By construction, if
δ1ps1
0
, wq “ s1
0
, then w “ ε. Otherwise, if δ1ps1
0
, wq ‰ s1
0
, then |w| ą 0
and δ1ps10, wq “ δps0, wq. So w P L.
2. LY tεu Ď LpA1q.
As s1
0
is a final state, the empty word is accepted. Now suppose that w P
Lztεu. Hence δps0, wq P F . Then, as δ
1ps0, wq “ δps0, wq, we have w P LpA
1q.
Let m ą 0. That the bound is sharp is demonstrated by the (unary group)
language L “ am´1pamq˚. We have scpLq “ m and scpL Y tεuq “ m ` 1.
Note that L Y tεu is in general not a group language anymore. If A is the
minimal commutative automaton from [10, 12, 13] it is easy to see that the
above construction increases the index for each letter by one, but leaves the
period untouched. [\
We will also need the following stronger version of Lemma 3.
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Lemma 9. Let p P Nk
0
and A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq, B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq
be finite automata with disjoint state sets. Denote by σA,B : N
k
0
Ñ PpQA YQBq
the state label map from Definition 5. Then
σA,Bppq XQB “
ď
σA,BpqqXFA‰H
p“q`ψpuq
δBptsBu, uq.
Proof. If p “ p0, . . . , 0q, then
σA,Bppq “
"
tsA, sBu if sA P FA;
tsAu otherwise.
Hence, as then p “ q ` ψpuq implies q “ p “ p0, . . . , 0q and u “ ε, so that
δptsBu, uq “ tsBu, we have
σA,Bppq XQB “
"
δptsBu, uq if σA,Bppq X FA ‰ H;
H otherwise.
So, the equation holds. If p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q, then we can reason inductively,
σA,Bppq XQB “
¨
˚˝˚ ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fpσA,Bpqq, bq
˛
‹‹‚XQB “ ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
pfpσA,Bpqq, bq XQBq
By Equation (5), the set fpσA,Bpqq, bq XQB equals
"
δBpσA,Bpqq XQB, bq Y tsBu if δApσA,Bpqq XQA, bq X FA ‰ H;
δBpσA,Bpqq XQB, bq otherwise.
By induction hypothesis, we can assume
σA,Bpqq XQB “
ď
σA,BprqXFA‰H
q“r`ψpuq
δptsBu, uq.
Hence
δBpσA,Bpqq XQB, bq “
ď
σA,BprqXFA‰H
q“r`ψpuq
δBpδBptsBu, uq, bq
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If for all b P Σ and q P Nk
0
with p “ q`ψpbq we have δApσA,BpqqXQA, bqXFA “
H, then by combining the above equations
σA,Bppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
ď
σA,BprqXFA‰H
q“r`ψpuq
δBpδBptsBu, uq, bq
“
ď
pq,bq
p“r`ψpuq`ψpbq
σA,BprqXFA‰H
δBptsBu, ubq
“
ď
pr,wq
p“r`ψpwq
σA,BprqXFA‰H
δBptsBu, wq.
Otherwise
σA,Bppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
¨
˚˝˚ ď
σA,BprqXFA‰H
q“r`ψpuq
δBpδBptsBu, uq, bq
˛
‹‹‚Y tsBu
“
ď
pq,bq
p“r`ψpuq`ψpbq
σA,BprqXFA‰H
δBptsBu, ubq Y tsBu
“
ď
pr,wq
p“r`ψpwq
σA,BprqXFA‰H
δBptsBu, wq
where the last equation holds, as tsBu “ δptsBu, εq and σA,Bppq X FA ‰ H, so
that pp, εq is part of the union. So, by induction, the equation from the lemma
holds true. [\
5.2 Proof of Results from the Main Text
Here, we give the proofs for all non-trivial results from the main text.
5.3 Proof of Lemma 1 (See page 5)
Lemma 1. Let σ : Nk0 Ñ PpQq be a state label function given by f : PpQqˆΣ Ñ
PpQq and p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
. If 1 ď n ď p1 ` . . .` pk, then
σppq “
ď
pq,wqPNk
0
ˆΣn
p“q`ψpwq
fpσpqq, wq.
Proof. For n “ 1 this is simply Definition 2, where p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q by the assump-
tions. For n ą 1, by Definition 2,
σppq “
ď
pq,bqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“q`ψpbq
fpσpqq, bq.
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If b P Σ, then p “ q ` ψpbq implies q1 ` . . . ` qk “ p1 ` . . . ` pk ´ 1. Hence
1 ď n´ 1 ď q1 ` . . .` qk and, as inductively
σpqq “
ď
pq1,uqPNk
0
ˆΣn´1
q“q1`ψpuq
fpσpq1q, uq,
we get
σppq “
ď
pq,bqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“q`ψpbq
f
¨
˚˚˚
˝
ď
pq1,uqPNk
0
ˆΣn´1
q“q1`ψpuq
fpσpq1q, uq, b
˛
‹‹‹‚
“
ď
pq,bqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“q`ψpbq
ď
pq1,uqPNk
0
ˆΣn´1
q“q1`ψpuq
fpfpσpq1q, uq, bq
“
ď
pq,uqPNk
0
ˆΣn´1,bPΣ
p“q`ψpuq`ψpbq
fpfpσpqq, uq, bq
“
ď
pq,uqPNk
0
ˆΣn´1,bPΣ
p“q`ψpuq`ψpbq
fpσpqq, ubq
“
ď
pq,wqPNk
0
ˆΣn
p“q`ψpwq
fpσpqq, wq.
So, the formula holds true. [\
5.4 Proof of Proposition 1 (See page 6)
Proposition 1. (state label map decomposition) Suppose Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and
Q is a finite set. Let σ : Nk
0
Ñ PpQq be a state label map, 1 ď j ď k and
p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0 . Assume p P Hj is the projection of p onto Hj, i.e.,
p “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, 0, pj`1, . . . , pkq. Then
σppq “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j qq
for the automata A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 4.
Proof. Notation as in the statement. Also, let f : PpQq ˆ Σ Ñ PpQq be the
defining function for the state label map. For p “ p0, . . . , 0q this is clear. If
pj “ 0, then p “ p, and, by Equation (2),
pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , εqq “ pi1ps
p0,jq
p q “ σppq.
Suppose pj ą 0 from now on. Then, the set tpq, bq P N
k
0 ˆ Σ | p “ q `
ψpbqu is non-empty and we can use Equation (1) and, inductively, that σpqq “
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pi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
qj
j qq, which gives
σppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fpσpqq, bq
“
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fppi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
qj
j qq, bq (7)
where q “ pq1, . . . , qkq and q “ pq1, . . . , qj´1, 0, qj`1, . . . , qkq P Hj . As pj ą 0 we
have p “ q` ψpajq for some unique point q “ pp1, . . . , pj´1, pj ´ 1, pj`1 . . . , pkq.
For all other points r “ pr1, . . . , rkq with p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σ, the
condition r ‰ q implies b ‰ aj and rj “ pj for r “ pr1, . . . , rkq. Also, if q P Hj
denotes the projection to Hj , we have q “ p for our chosen q with p “ q`ψpajq.
Hence, taken all this together, we can write Equation (7) in the form
σAppq “
¨
˚˝˚ ď
pr,bq,b‰aj
p“r`ψpbq
fppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j qq, bq
˛
‹‹‚Y fppi1pδpjqp psp0,jqp , apj´1j qq, ajq.
Let b P Σ. As for aj ‰ b, we have that p “ r ` ψpbq if and only if p “ r ` ψpbq,
with the notation as above for p, r, p and r “ pr1, . . . , rj´1, 0, rj`1, . . . , rkq, we
can simplify further and write
σAppq “
¨
˚˝˚ ď
pr,bq,rPHj
p“r`ψpbq
fppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j qq, bq
˛
‹‹‚Y fppi1pδpjqp psp0,jqp , apj´1j qq, ajq.
(8)
Set S “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j qq, T “ σppq and
8
P “ tApjqr | p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Let I be the maximal index, and P the least common multiple of all the periods,
of the unary automata in P . We distinguish two cases for the value of pj ą 0.
(i) 0 ă pj ď I.
By Equation (3), δpps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j q “ pS, pj ´ 1q. In this case Equation (8)
equals Equation (4), if the state pS, pj ´ 1q is used in Equation (3), i.e.,
T “ fpS, ajq Y
¨
˚˝˚ ď
pr,bq,rPHj
p“r`ψpbq
fppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j qq, bq
˛
‹‹‚.
8 Note that for p P Hj , the condition p “ q`ψpbq, for some b P Σ, implies q P Hj and
b ‰ aj .
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This gives
δ
pjq
p ppS, pj ´ 1q, ajq “ pT, pjq.
Hence pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, pj ´ 1q, ajqq “ T “ σppq.
(ii) I ă pj .
Set y “ I ` pppj ´ 1 ´ Iq mod P q. Then I ď y ă I ` P . By Equation (3),
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj´1
j q “ pS, yq. So, also by Equation (3),
δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
p ppS, yq, ajq “
"
pR, y ` 1q if I ď y ă I ` P ´ 1
pR, Iq if y “ I ` P ´ 1,
where, by Equation (4),
R “ fpS, ajq Y
ď
pr,bq
p“r`ψpbq
fppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
y`1
j qq, bq. (9)
Let r P Hj with p “ r ` ψpbq for some b P Σ, and p P Hj the point from the
statement of this Proposition. Then, as the period of A
pjq
r divides P , and y
is greater than or equal to the index of A
pjq
r , we have
δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj´1
j q “ δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
y
j q.
So δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
pj
j q “ δ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
y`1
j q. Hence, comparing Equation (9) with
Equation (8), we find that they are equal, and so R “ T . [\
5.5 Proof of Theorem 3 (See page 7)
Theorem 3. Let σ : N0 Ñ PpQq be a state label map and ψ : Σ
˚ Ñ Nk0 be
the Parikh map. Suppose for every j P t1, . . . , ku and p P Hj the automata
A
pjq
p “ ptaju, Q
pjq
p , δ
pjq
p , s
p0,jq
p , F
pjq
p q from Definition 4 have a bounded number of
states9, i.e., |Q
pjq
p | ď N for some N ě 0 independent of p and j. Then for
F Ď PpQq the commutative language
ψ´1pσ´1pFqq
is regular and could be accepted by an automaton of size
śk
j“1pIj ` Pjq, where
Ij denotes the largest index among the unary automata tA
pjq
p | p P Hju and Pj
the least common multiple of all the periods of these automata. In particular,
by the relations of the index and period to the states from Section 2.1, the state
complexity of ψ´1pσ´1pFqq is bounded by Nk.
9 Equivalently, the index and period is bounded, which is equivalent with just a finite
number of distinct automata, up to semi-automaton isomorphism. We call two semi-
automata isomorphic if one semi-automaton can be obtained from the other one by
renaming states and alphabet symbols.
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Proof. We use the same notation as introduced in the statement of the theorem.
Let p “ pp1, . . . , pkq P N
k
0
and j P t1, . . . ku. Denote by σ : Nk
0
Ñ PpQq the state
label function from Definition 2. By Proposition 1, if pj ě Ij , we have
σpp1, . . . , pj´1, pj ` Pj , pj`1, . . . , pkq “ σpp1, . . . , pkq. (10)
Construct the unary semi-automaton10 Aj “ ptaju, Qj, δjq with
Qj “ ts
pjq
0
, s
pjq
1
, . . . , s
pjq
Ij`Pj´1
u,
δjps
pjq
i , ajq “
#
s
pjq
i`1 if i ă Ij
s
pjq
Ij`pi´Ij`1q mod Pj
if i ě Ij .
Then build C “ pΣ,Q1 ˆ . . .ˆQk, µ, s0, Eq with
s0 “ ps
p1q
0
, . . . , s
pkq
0
q,
µppt1, . . . , tkq, ajq “ pt1, . . . , tj´1, δjptj , ajq, tj`1, . . . , tkq for all 1 ď j ď k,
E “ tµps0, uq : σpψpuqq P Fu.
By construction, for words u, v P Σ with u P permpvq we have µppt1, . . . , tkq, uq “
µppt1, . . . , tkq, vq for any state pt1, . . . , tkq P Q1 ˆ . . . Qk. Hence, the language
accepted by C is commutative. We will show that LpCq “ tu P Σ˚ | σpψpuqq P Fu.
By choice of E we have tu P Σ˚ | σpψpuqq P Fu Ď LpCq. Conversely, suppose
w P LpCq. Then µps0, wq “ µps0, uq for some u P Σ
˚ with σpψpuqq P F . Next,
we will argue that we can find w1 P LpCq and u1 P Σ˚ with σpψpu1qq P F ,
µps0, w
1q “ µps0, wq “ µps0, uq “ µps0, u
1q and maxt|w1|aj , |u
1|aju ă Ij ` Pj for
all j P t1, . . . , ku.
(i) By construction of C, if |w|aj ě Ij`Pj , we can find w
1 with |w1|aj “ |w|aj´Pj
such that µps0, w
1q “ µps0, wq. So, applying this procedure repeatedly, we
can find w1 P Σ˚ with |w1|aj ă Ij ` Pj for all j P t1, . . . , ku and µps0, wq “
µps0, w
1q.
(ii) If |u|aj ě Ij`Pj , by Equation (10), we can find u
1 with |u1|aj “ |u|aj´Pj and
σpψpu1qq P F . By construction of C, we have µps0, uq “ µps0, u
1q. So, after
repeatedly applying the above steps, we find u1 P Σ˚ with σpψpu1qq P F ,
µps0, uq “ µps0, u
1q and |u1|aj ă Ij ` Pj for all j P t1, . . . , ku.
By construction of C, for words u, v P Σ˚ with maxt|u|aj , |v|aju ă Ij `Pj for all
j P t1, . . . , ku, we have
µps0, uq “ µps0, vq ô u P permpvq ô ψpuq “ ψpvq. (11)
Hence, using Equation (11) for the words w1 and u1 from (i) and (ii) above, as
µps0, u
1q “ µps0, w
1q, we find ψpu1q “ ψpw1q. So σpψpw1qq “ σpψpu1qq P F . Now,
again using Equation (10), this gives σpψpwqq P F . [\
10 The term semi-automaton is used for automata without a designated initial state,
nor a set of final states.
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5.6 Proof of Lemma 2 (See page 7)
Lemma 2. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δq be a semi-automaton and suppose the state label
map σ : Nk
0
Ñ PpQq is compatible with A. Let p, q P Nk
0
with q ă p, then
δpσpqq, wq Ď σppq for each w P Σ˚ with p “ ψpwq ` q.
Proof. Let w P Σ˚ with p “ ψpwq ` q. Set n “ |w|. As q ă p we have 1 ď n ď
p1 ` . . .` pk. Hence, by Lemma 1, fpσpqq, wq Ď σppq. As the state label map is
compatible with A, we have δpσpqq, wq Ď fpσpqq, wq. [\
5.7 Proof of Proposition 2 (See page 7)
Proposition 2. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a permutation automaton and σ :
N
k
0
Ñ PpQq a state map compatible with A. Then for every automaton A
pjq
p from
Definition 4 its index equals at most p|Q| ´ 1qLj and its period is divided by Lj,
where Lj denotes the order of the letter aj viewed as a permutation of Q, i.e.,
δpq, a
Lj
j q “ q for any q P Q and Lj is minimal with this property.
Proof. It might be helpful for the reader to have some idea of how the symmetric
group (or any permutation group) acts on subsets of its permutation domain,
see for example [3] for further information. We also say that the letter aj acts (or
operates) on a subset S Ď Q, the action being given by the transition function
δ : QˆΣ Ñ Q, where δpS, ajq is the result of the action of aj on S. Set
P “ tApjqq | p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σu.
Denote by I the maximal index and by P the least common multiple of the
periods of the unary automata in P .
First the case P “ H, which is equivalent with p “ p0, . . . , 0q. In this case,
I “ 0, P “ 1, Q
pjq
p “ PpQq ˆ t0u and Equation (3) reduces to
δpjqp ppS, 0q, ajq “ pfpS, ajq, 0q
for S Ď Q. As the state label map is compatible with A, we have δpS, ajq Ď
fpS, ajq. So, as aj permutes the states Q, if |S| “ |fpS, a
n
j q| for n ě 0, then
fpS, anj q “ δpS, a
n
j q. As for each S Ď Q we have δpS, a
Lj
j q “ S, if |fpS, a
n
j q| “ |S|,
which gives fpS, anj q “ δpS, a
n
j q, we find 0 ď m ă Lj with fpS, a
m
j q “ fpS, a
n
j q.
Let
R “ tn ą 0 : |fpσppq, an´1j q| ă |fpσppq, a
n
j q|u.
If R “ H, then f does not add any states as symbols are read, and the automa-
ton A
pjq
p is essentially the action of aj starting on the set σppq, i.e., the orbit
tσppq, δpσppq, ajq, δpσppq, a
2
j q, . . .u. Hence we have index zero and some period
dividing Lj , as the letter aj is a permutations of order Lj on Q. If R ‰ H,
then R is finite, as the sets could not grow indefinitely. Let m “ |R| and write
R “ tni | i P t1, . . . ,muu with ni ă ni`1 for i P t1, . . . ,m ´ 1u, i.e., the se-
quence orders the elements from R. We have ni`1 ´ ni ď Lj and n1 ď Lj , for
if ni ď k ă ni`1 (or k ă n1), then with S “ fpσppq, a
ni
j q (or S “ σppqq), as
argued previously, we find fpS, akj q “ δpS, a
k
j q. Assuming ni`1 ´ ni ą Lj (or
similarly n1 ą Lj) would then yield fpS, a
Lj
j q “ S, and so for every k ě ni,
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writing k “ qLj ` r, we have fpS, a
k
j q “ fpS, a
r
jq and the cardinalities could
not grow anymore, i.e., we would be stuck in a cycle. So by definition of R,
|σppq| ă |fpσppq, an1j | ă . . . ă |fpσppq, a
nm
j | ď |Q|. This gives m ď |Q| ´ |σppq|.
By choice, for n ě nm we have |fpσppq, a
nm
j q| “ |fpσppq, a
n
j q|. Hence it is again
just the action of aj starting on the subset fpσppq, a
nm
j q. So we are in the cycle,
and the period ofA
pjq
p divides Lj, as the operation ofA
pjq
p could be identified with
the function f : PpQq ˆΣ Ñ PpQq for p “ p0, . . . , 0q. Note that nm is precisely
the index of A
pjq
p , and by the previous considerations nm ď p|Q| ´ |σppq|qLj .
So, now suppose P ‰ H. We split the proof into several steps. Note that
the statements (ii), (iii), (iv), (v) written below are also proven by the above
considerations for the case P “ H. Hence, we can argue inductively in their
proofs. Let S, T Ď Q.
(i) Claim: If pT, yq “ δ
pjq
p ppS, xq, arj q for some r ě 0, then |T | ě |S|. In particular,
the state labels of cycle states all have the same cardinality.
Proof of Claim (i): By Equation (4), fpS, ajq Ď pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, xq, ajqq. As the
state label map is compatible with A, we have δpS, ajq Ď fpS, ajq, and
as aj is a permutation on the states, we have |S| “ |δpS, ajq|. Hence |S| ď
|pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, xq, ajqq|, which gives the claim inductively. As states on the cycle
could be mapped to each other, the state labels from cycle states all have
the same cardinality.
(ii) Claim: Let LS “ lcmt|tδps, a
i
jq : i ě 0u| : s P Su, i.e. the least common
multiple of the orbit lengths11 of all elements in S. For x ě I and pT, yq “
δ
pjq
p ppS, xq, a
lcmpP,LSq
j q, if |T | “ |S|, then pT, yq “ pS, xq. So, by Lemma 4,
the period of A
pjq
p divides lcmpP,LSq.
Proof of Claim (ii): From Equation (4) of Definition 4 and the fact that the
state map is compatible with A, we get inductively δpS, aijq Ď fpS, a
i
jq Ď
pi1pδ
pjq
p ppS, xq, aijqq for all i ě 0. So, as δps, a
LS
j q “ s for all s P S, this gives
S Ď T . Hence, as |S| “ |T |, we get S “ T . Furthermore, as x ě Ii, by
Equation (3) of Definition 4, as P divides lcmpP,LSq, we have x “ y. By
Lemma 4, this implies that the period of A
pjq
p divides lcmpP,LSq. [\
(iii) Claim: With the notation from (ii), the number lcmpP,LSq divides Lj and
the period of A
pjq
p divides Lj.
Proof of Claim (iii): With the notation from (ii), as Lj “ lcmt|δpq, a
i
jq : i ě
0u| : q P Qu, LS divides Lj. Inductively, the periods of all unary automata
in P divide Lj . So, as P is the least common multiple of these periods, also
P divides Lj. Hence lcmpP,LSq divides Lj . So, with Claim (ii), the period
of A
pjq
p divides Lj .
11 For a permutation pi : rns Ñ rns on a finite set rns and m P rns, the orbit length
of m under the permutation pi is |tpiipmq : i ě 0u|. In [14], the orbit length of an
element is also called the cycle length of that element, as it is precisely the size of
the unique cycle in which the element m appears with respect to the permutation.
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(iv) Claim: For x ě I and pT, yq “ δ
pjq
p ppS, xq, a
Lj
j q, if |T | “ |S|, then pT, yq “
pS, xq.
Proof of Claim (iv): With the notation from (ii) and Claim (iii), we can
write Lj “ m ¨ lcmpP,Ljq for some natural number m ě 1. Set pR, zq “
δ
pjq
p ppS, xq, a
lcmpP,LSq
j q. By (i), we have |S| ď |R| ď |T |. By assumption |S| “
|T |, hence |S| “ |R|. So, we can apply (ii), which yields pR, zq “ pS, xq.
Applying this repeatedly m times gives pT, yq “ pS, xq.
(v) Claim: If T is the state label of any cycle state of A
pjq
p , then the index of
A
pjq
p is bounded by p|T | ´ 1qLj.
Proof of Claim (v): We define a sequence pTn, ynq P Q
pjq
p of states for n P N0.
Set pT0, y0q “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
I
j q, which implies y0 “ I by Equation (3), and
pTn, ynq “ δ
pjq
p ppTn´1, yn´1q, a
Lj
j q
for n ą 0. Note that, as P divides Lj, by Equation (3), we have yn “ I for
all n ě 0.
Claim 1: Let pT, xq P Q
pjq
p be some state from the cycle of A
pjq
p . Then the
state pT|T |´|T0|, y|T |´|T0|q “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
I`p|T |´|T0|qLj
j q is also from the cycle
of A
pjq
p .
By construction, and Equation (3) from Definition 4, we have yn ě I for
all n. If Tn`1 ‰ Tn, then, by (iv) and (i), we have |Tn`1| ą |Tn| (remember
yn “ yn`1 “ I). Hence
12, by finiteness, we must have a smallest m such that
Tm`1 “ Tm. As also ym`1 “ ym, we are on the cycle of A
pjq
p , and the period
of this automaton divides Lj by (iv). This yields pTn, ynq “ pTm, ymq for all
n ě m. By (i), the size of the state label sets on the cycle stays constant,
and just grows before we enter the cycle. As we could add at most |Tm|´|T0|
elements, and for T0, T1, . . . , Tm each time at least one element is added, we
have, as m was chosen minimal, that m ď |T | ´ |T0|, where T is any state
label on the cycle, which all have the same cardinality |T | “ |Tm| by (i).
This means we could read at most |T |´ |T0| times the sequence a
Lj
j , starting
from pT0, Iq, before we enter the cycle of A
piq
p .
Claim 2: We have I ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj.
Remember, the case P “ H was already handled, for then p “ p0, . . . , 0q
and I “ 0. Otherwise, let A
pjq
q P P with p “ q ` ψpbq for b P Σ. Let
pS, xq “ δ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
n
j q with n ě 0. If n ą 0, by Equation (4) from Definition
4, we have, with pR, zq “ δ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
n´1
j q,
pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
n
j qq “ pi1pδ
pjq
p ppR, zq, ajqq
“ fpR, ajq Y
ď
pr,aqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“r`ψpaq
fppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
n
j qq, aq.
12 Also, as Tn “ δpTn, a
Lj
J q Ď fpTn, a
Lj
j q Ď pi1pδ
pjq
p ppTn, Iq, a
Lj
j qq, we find Tn Ď Tn`1.
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If n “ 0, we have
pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
n
j qq “ pi1ppσppq, 0qq “ σppq.
In the latter case, also S “ pi1pδ
pjq
q ps
p0,jq
q , a
0
jqq “ σpqq and, as p ‰ p0, . . . 0q
(which is equivalent to P ‰ H), by Equation (1) and as the state label map
is compatible with A, we have δpS, bq Ď fpS, bq Ď σppq. In the former case
n ą 0,
δpS, bq Ď fpS, bq Ď
ď
pr,aqPNk
0
ˆΣ
p“r`ψpaq
fppi1pδ
pjq
r ps
p0,jq
r , a
n
j qq, aq
So, in any case, δpS, bq Ď pi1pδ
pjq
p ps
p0,jq
p , a
n
j qq. In particular for n “ I we
get δpS, bq Ď T0, and as b induces a permutation on the states, this gives
|S| ď |T0|. Also for n ě I, we are on the cycle of A
pjq
q . Hence, inductively,
the index of A
pjq
q is at most p|S| ´ 1qLj ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj . As A
pjq
q P P was
chosen arbitrary, we get I ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj .
With Claim (2) above, we can derive the upper bound p|T | ´ 1qLj for the
length of the word a
I`p|T |´|T0|q
j from Claim (1), as
I ` p|T | ´ |T0|qLj ď p|T0| ´ 1qLj ` p|T | ´ |T0|qLj “ p|T | ´ 1qLj.
And as Claim (1) essentially says that the index of A
pjq
p is smaller than
I ` p|T | ` |T0|qLj , this gives Claim (v). Also, as |T | ď |Q|, the claim about
the index of the statement in Proposition 2 is proven. So, in total, (iii) and
(v) give Proposition 2. [\
5.8 Proof of Lemma 3 (See page 9)
Lemma 3. Let p P Nk0 and A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq, B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq
be finite automata with disjoint state sets. Denote by σA,B : N
k
0
Ñ PpQA YQBq
the state label map from Definition 5. If for all q P Nk0 with q ď p we have
σA,Bpqq X FA “ H, then σA,Bppq XQB “ H.
Proof. For p “ p0, . . . , 0q the claim follows by Definition 5. Suppose p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q.
Then
σA,Bppq “
ď
p“q`ψpbq
fpσA,Bpqq, bq.
By assumption σA,Bppq X FA “ H. Hence, for q P N
k
0
and b P Σ with p “
q`ψpbq, we have fpσA,Bpqq, bqXFA “ H. By Definition 5, δApσA,BpqqXQA, bq Ď
fpσA,Bpqq, bq, so that δApσA,Bpqq X QA, bq X FA “ H. Again, by Definition 5,
then
fpσA,Bpqq, bq “ δApσA,Bpqq XQA, bq Y δBpσA,Bpqq XQB, bq
Inductively, we can assume σA,Bpqq XQB “ H. So the above set equals
δApσA,Bpqq XQA, bq,
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which is contained in QA. Hence, as this holds for any q P N
k
0
and b P Σ with
p “ q ` ψpbq, we have
σA,Bppq “
ď
p“q`ψpbq
fpσA,Bpqq, bq Ď QA
which is equivalent with σA,Bppq XQB “ H. [\
5.9 Proof of Proposition 3 (See page 9)
Proposition 3. Suppose we have finite automata A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and
B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq with QA XQB “ H. Then
ψpLpAqLpBqq “ σ´1
A,BptS Ď QA YQB | S X FB ‰ Huq.
Proof. By assumption QA XQB “ H. Set Q “ QA Y QB. Construct the semi-
automaton C “ pΣ,Q, δq with
δpq, xq “
"
δApq, xq if q P QA;
δBpq, xq if q P QB.
Then δpS, aq “ δApS XQA, aq Y δBpS XQB, aq for each S Ď Q. Let f : PpQq ˆ
Σ Ñ PpQq be the function from Definition 5 and σA,B : N
k
0 Ñ PpQq the
corresponding state label map. Then, for each S Ď QAYQB and a P Σ, we have
δpS, aq Ď fpS, aq by Equation (5), i.e., the semi-automaton C is compatible with
the state label map.
(i) First, let p P ψpLpAqLpBqq. Then p “ ψpuq ` ψpvq with u P LpAq and
v P LpBq. By Lemma 2, δpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, uq Ď σA,Bpψpuqq. By Definition 5,
tsAu Ď σA,Bp0, . . . , 0q. As u P LpAq, we have δApsA, uq P FA. We will show that
this implies tsBu Ď σA,Bpψpuqq.
Claim: tsBu Ď σA,Bpψpuqq for u P LpAq.
Proof of the claim. If |u| “ 0, then sA P FA. Hence, by Definition 5,
tsA, sBu “ σA,Bp0, . . . , 0q “ σA,Bpψpuqq. Otherwise, write u “ wa for
some a P Σ, w P Σ˚ and set S “ fpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, wq. So,
fpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, uq “ fpS, aq
by the extension of f : PpQq ˆΣ Ñ PpQq to words. As C is compatible
with σA,B, we find
δpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, wq Ď S.
As tsAu Ď σA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, this gives, by construction of C, then δAptsAu, wq Ď
S. Hence, δApS XQA, aq X FA ‰ H. But then, by Equation (5),
fpS, aq “ δpS, aq Y tsBu.
By Lemma 1, and as ψpuq “ q`ψpwq for |u| “ |w| implies q “ p0, . . . , 0q,
σA,Bpψpuqq “
ď
pq,wqPNk
0
ˆΣ|u|
ψpuq“q`ψpwq
fpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, wq.
Hence fpS, aq “ fpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, uq Ď σA,Bpψpuqq and we can deduce
tsBu Ď σA,Bpψpuqq. [\
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Using Lemma 1, we find
fpσA,Bpψpuqq, vq Ď σA,Bpψpuq ` ψpvqq.
As
δBptsBu, vq Ď δBpσA,Bpψpuqq XQB, vq Ď δpσA,Bpψpuqq, vq Ď fpσA,Bpψpuqq, vq
and δBpsB , vq P FB , we find σA,Bppq X FB ‰ H. This shows ψpLpAqLpBqq Ď
σ´1
A,BptS Ď QA YQB | S X FB ‰ Huq.
(ii) Conversely, assume FB X σA,Bppq ‰ H.
Claim: For each S Ď Q and w P Σ˚
fpS,wq XQA “ δApS XQA, wq. (12)
Proof of the claim. If |w| “ 0, then fpS,wqXQA “ SXQA “ δpSXQA, wq
by definition of the extension of f and the transition function to words.
Otherwise, write w “ w1a with w1 P Σ˚ and a P Σ. Then fpS,w1aq “
fpfpS,w1q, aq. By Equation (5), in either case δApfpS,w
1qXQA, aqXFA ‰
H or δApfpS,w
1q XQA, aq X FA “ H, we have
fpfpS,w1q, aq XQA “ δApfpS,w
1q XQA, aq.
Inductively, fpS,w1qXQA “ δApSXQA, w
1q, so that fpS,wq “ δApfpS,w
1qX
QA, aq “ δApδApS XQa, w
1q, aq “ δApS XQA, wq. [\
Then Lemma 1 and Equation (12) give, for any q P Nk
0
,
σA,Bpqq XQA “
¨
˝ ď
ψpwq“q
fpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, wq
˛
‚XQA
“
ď
ψpwq“q
pfpσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q, wq XQAq
“
ď
ψpwq“q
δApσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q XQA, wq.
By Lemma 9, as σA,Bppq X FB ‰ H, we have some v P LpBq and q P N
k
0
with
p “ q ` ψpvq and σA,Bpqq X FA ‰ H. By the above equations, we find w P Σ
˚
with ψpwq “ q and δApσA,Bp0, . . . , 0q XQA, wq X FA ‰ H. As, by Equation (5),
σA,Bp0, . . . , 0q XQA “ tsAu, this gives w P LpAq. So, we have p “ ψpwq ` ψpvq
with w P LpAq and v P LpBq. This yields p P ψpLpAqLpBqq. [\
5.10 Proof of Theorem 6 (See page 9)
Theorem 6. Let A “ pΣ,QA, δA, sA, FAq and B “ pΣ,QB, δB, sB, FBq be finite
permutation automata. Suppose Lj and Kj denote the order of the letter aj
viewed as a permutation on QA and QB respectively, then
scppermpLpAqq permpLpBqqq ď pQA `QBq
k
kź
j“1
lcmpLj ,Kjq.
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Proof. We can assume QA XQB “ H. Set Q “ QA YQB. Construct the semi-
automaton C “ pΣ,Q, δq with
δpq, xq “
"
δApq, xq if q P QA;
δBpq, xq if q P QB.
Let f : PpQq ˆ Σ Ñ PpQq be the function from Definition 5 and σA,B : N
k
0 Ñ
PpQq the corresponding state label map. Then, for each S Ď QA Y QB and
a P Σ, we have δpS, aq Ď fpS, aq by Equation (5), i.e., the semi-automaton
C is compatible with the state label map. The automaton C is a permutation
semi-automaton, and each letter aj P Σ has order lcmpLj ,Kjq, viewed as a
permutation on QAYQB. By Proposition 2, the automata A
pjq
p from Definition 4
have index at most p|QAYQB|´1q lcmpLj ,Kjq and period at most lcmpLj ,Kjq.
Hence, using Theorem 3, the language ψ´1pσA,BpFqq with F “ tS Ď QAYQB |
S X FB ‰ Hu is accepted by an automaton of size at most
kź
j“1
ˆ
p|QA YQB| ´ 1q lcmpLj ,Kjq ` lcmpLj ,Kjq
˙
.
By Corollary 3, the result follows. [\
5.11 Proof of Theorem 7 (See page 10)
Theorem 7. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku. For commutative group languages U, V Ď
Σ˚ with period vectors pp1, . . . , pkq and pq1, . . . , qkq their shuffle UV has index
vector pi1, . . . , ikq with ij “ lcmppj , qjq ´ 1 for j P t1, . . . , ku and period vector
pgcdpp1, q1q, . . . , gcdppk, qkqq. Hence
scpU  V q ď
kź
j“1
pgcdppj , qjq ` lcmppj , qjq ´ 1q.
And this bound is sharp, i.e., there exist commutative group languages such that
a minimal automaton accepting their shuffle reaches the bound.
Proof. Write
U “
nď
l“1
U
plq
1
 . . . U
plq
k
V “
mď
h“1
V
phq
1
 . . . V
phq
k
with, for j P t1, . . . , ku, unary automata Aj “ ptaju, Qj , δj , sj, Fjq and Bj “
ptaju, Pj , µj , tj , Ejq, Fj “ tf
plq
j | l P t1, . . . , nuu and Ej “ te
phq
j | h P t1, . . . ,muu,
with indices zero and periods pj and qj respectively, according to Lemma 5. Let
Cj “ ptaju, Rj , ηj , rj , Tjq with Tj “
Ťn
l“1
Ťm
h“1 T
pl,hq
j be automata according to
Lemma 6 such that
tu | ηjprj , uq P T
pl,hq
j u “ U
plq
j ¨ V
phq
j (13)
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for l P t1, . . . , nu and h P t1, . . . ,mu. Hence, the indices and periods of these
automata, as stated in Lemma 6, are precisely lcmppj , qjq ´ 1 and gcdppj , qjq.
Define
C “ pΣ,R1 ˆ . . .ˆRk, η, pr1, . . . , rkq, T q
with
T “
nď
l“1
mď
h“1
T
pl,hq
1
ˆ . . .ˆ T
pl,hq
k
and transition function δppr1, . . . , rj , . . . , rkq, ajq “ pr1, . . . , δjprj , ajq, . . . , rkq for
pr1, . . . , rj , . . . , rkq P R1 ˆ . . .ˆRk. By construction of C and Equation (13), we
have
δpu, pr1, . . . , rkqq P T
pl,hq
1
ˆ . . .ˆ T
pl,hq
k ô u P pU
plq
1
V
phq
1
q . . . pU
plq
k V
phq
k q
for l P t1, . . . , nu and h P t1, . . . ,mu. Hence
LpCq “
nď
l“1
mď
h“1
pU
plq
1
V
phq
1
q . . . pU
plq
k V
phq
k q
“
nď
l“1
mď
h“1
U
plq
1
 . . . U
plq
k  V
plq
1
 . . . V
plq
k
“
˜
nď
l“1
U
plq
1
 . . . U
plq
k
¸

˜
mď
h“1
V
plq
1
 . . . V
plq
k
¸
“ U  V
as the shuffle operation is commutative and distributive over union and for unary
languages shuffle and concatenation are the same operations. Now, we show that
the bound is sharp. Let p, q be two distinct prime numbers. Then, every number
greater than p ¨ q´pp` qq` 1 could be written in the form ap` bq with a, b ě 0,
and this is the minimal number with this property, i.e., pq ´ pp ` qq could not
be written in that way; see [20]. Set Vj “ a
p´1
j pa
p
j q
˚, Wj “ a
q´1
j pa
q
jq
˚ and
Uj “ ta
p`q´2`ap`bq
j | a, b ě 0u “ VjWj . Then
scpV1  . . . Vkq “ p
k.
For, the permutation automaton C “ pΣ, rpsk, δ, p0, . . . , 0q, tpp ´ 2, . . . , p ´ 2quq
with
δppi1, . . . , ij´1, ij , ij`1, . . . , ikq, ajq “ pi1, . . . , ij´1, pij ` 1q mod p, ij`1, . . . , ikq
accepts V1  . . . Vk, and it is easy to see that if a language is accepted by a
permutation automaton with a single final state, then this automaton is minimal.
Similarly, scpW1  . . .Wkq “ q
k.
Set nj “ pq ´ 1 for j P t1, . . . , ku. Then the language
L “ U1  . . . Uk “ pV1W1q . . . pW1Wkq
“ pV1  . . . Vkq pW1  . . .WKq.
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fulfills the prerequisites of Lemma 7 with pn1, . . . , nkq, as for each j P t1, . . . ku
we have apq´2j R Uj and a
pq´1
j a
˚
j Ď Uj . Hence,
scpLq “ ppqq|Σ| “ pgcdpp, qq ` lcmpp, qq ´ 1q|Σ|
and the bound given by the statement is attained. [\
5.12 Proof of Proposition 4 (See page 10)
Proposition 4. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite au-
tomaton. For the state-label function from Definition 6 we have
σA,`ppq “
"
Ap YBp if pAp YBpq X F “ H;
Ap YBp Y ts0u otherwise;
where Ap “ tδps0, wq | ψpwq “ pu and Bp “ tδps0, wq | Dq P N
k
0 : q ă p and q `
ψpwq “ p and σA,`pqq X F ‰ Hu.
Proof. For p “ p0, . . . , 0q the statement is clear. If p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q, then by defini-
tion
σA,`ppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fpσA,`pqq, bq. (14)
For q with p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σ set
Aq “tδps0, wq | ψpwq “ qu
Bq “tδps0, wq | Dr P N
k
0 : r ă q and r ` ψpwq “ q and σA,`prq X F ‰ Hu.
Inductively,
σA,`pqq “
"
Aq YBq if pAq XBqq X F “ H,
Aq YBq Y ts0u otherwise.
Hence, using Definition 6, fpσA,`pqq, bq equals$’&
’%
δpAq YBq, bq if pAq YBqq X F “ H, δpAq YBq, bq X F “ H,
δpAq YBq, bq Y ts0u if pAq YBqq X F “ H, δpAq YBq, bq X F ‰ H
δpAq YBq Y ts0u, bq if pAq YBqq X F ‰ H, δpAq YBq Y ts0u, bq X F “ H,
δpAq YBq Y ts0u, bq Y ts0u if pAq YBqq X F ‰ H, δpAq YBq Y ts0u, bq X F ‰ H.
(15)
Under the induction hypothesis, i.e., that the formula holds true for q ă p,
in particular if p “ q`ψpbq for some b P Σ, we prove various claims that we use
to derive our final formula.
Claim 1: For q P Nk0 with p “ q ` ψpbq for some b P Σ we have
pAq YBqq X F ‰ Hô σA,`pqq X F ‰ H.
Proof of the claim. If pAq Y Bqq X F ‰ H, then σA,˚pqq X F ‰ H by
induction hypothesis. If σA,˚pqq X F ‰ H, assume pAq YBqq X F “ H.
Then, using inductively that the formula holds true for q, this gives
σA,`pqq “ Aq Y Bq, which implies pAq Y Bqq X F ‰ H. Hence, this is
not possible and we must have pAq YBqq X F ‰ H. [\
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Claim 2: We have
Ap “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpAq, bq,
Bp “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpBq, bq Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
σA,`pqqXF‰H
δpts0u, bq.
Proof of the claim. The first equation is obvious. For the other, first let
δps0, wq P Bp for some w P Σ
˚. Then, we have r P Nk
0
such that
r ă p, r ` ψpwq “ p, and σA,`prq X F ‰ H.
Write w “ ub with b P Σ (note that by definition of the sets Bp we
have |w| ą 0 here). If r ă p ´ ψpbq, then δps0, uq P Bp´ψpbq and so
δps0, wq P δpBp´ψpbq, bq. Otherwise r “ p ´ ψpbq, which implies u “ ε
and w “ b. In this case,
δps0, bq P
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
σA,`pqqXF‰H
δpts0u, bq.
Hence, Bp is included in the set on the right hand side. The inclusion of
the other two sets in Bp is obvious. [\
Claim 3: We have pAp Y Bpq X F ‰ H if and only if there exists q P N
k
0
and
b P Σ˚ with p “ q ` ψpbq such that at least one of the conditions is fulfilled:
(1) pAq YBqq X F “ H and δpAq YBq, bq X F ‰ H,
(2) pAq YBqq X F ‰ H and δpAq YBq Y ts0u, bq X F ‰ H.
Proof of the claim. Assume pAp YBpq XF ‰ H. We distinguish the two
cases ApXF ‰ H or BpXF ‰ H. First, suppose ApXF ‰ H. By Claim
(2) then δpAq, bq XF ‰ H for some q P N
k
0
and b P Σ with p “ q`ψpbq.
As δpAq , bq Ď δpAq Y Bq, bq Ď δpAq Y Bq Y ts0u, bq, both conditions (1)
and (2) are fulfilled. Now, suppose Bp X F ‰ H. Using Claim (2), we
have two cases.
1. It is δpBq, bq X F ‰ H for some q P N0 and b P Σ with p “ q ` ψpbq.
As δpBq, bq Ď δpAq Y Bq, bq Ď δpAq Y Bq Y ts0u, bq, both conditions
(1) and (2) are fulfilled.
2. We find, also using Claim (1), some q P Nk
0
and b P Σ with p “
q ` ψpbq and pAq YBqq X F ‰ H such that δps0, bq P F .
Then condition (2) is fulfilled.
Conversely, assume condition (1) is fulfilled. Then, by Claim (2), we have
ApXF ‰ H or BpXF ‰ H. Otherwise, assume condition (2) is fulfilled.
If δpAq Y Bq, bq X F ‰ H, we have pAp Y Bpq X F ‰ H as before. So,
assume δpAq Y Bq, bq X F “ H. But then, we must have δps0, bq P F ,
using Claim (2), which gives, as pAq Y Bqq X F ‰ H and using Claim
(1) and Claim (2), that δps0, bq P Bp, hence Bp X F ‰ H. [\
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First, assume pAp YBpq XF “ H. Then, by Equation (15) together with Claim
(3) and Equation (14),
σA,`ppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fpσA,`pqq, bq
“
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpAq YBq, bq Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
pAqXBqqXF‰H
δpts0u, bq.
By Claim (1) and Claim (2), we get σA,`ppq “ Ap Y Bq. Otherwise, if pAp Y
Bpq X F ‰ H, by Equation (15) together with Claim (3) and Equation (14),
σA,`ppq “
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
fpσA,`pqq, bq
“ ts0u Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
δpAq YBq, bq Y
ď
pq,bq
p“q`ψpbq
pAqXBqqXF‰H
δpts0u, bq.
As above, this equals ts0u YAp YBp. [\
5.13 Proof of Proposition 5 (See page 11)
Proposition 5. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a finite automaton. Then ψpLpAq
˚q “
σ´1
A,`ptS Ď Q | S X F ‰ Huq Y tp0, . . . , 0qu.
Proof. First suppose p P ψpLpAq˚q. Then either p “ p0, . . . , 0q or we find
p1, . . . , pn with n ą 0, p “ p1 ` . . .` pn and words w1, . . . , wn with pi “ ψpwiq
and wi P LpAq for i P t1, . . . , nu. If p ‰ p0, . . . , 0q, then we can assume wi ‰ ε
for i P t1, . . . , nu, which is equivalent with pi ‰ p0, . . . , 0q. Note that, with the
notation from Proposition 4, for any p P Nk
0
σA,`ppq X F ‰ Hô pAp YBpq X F ‰ H. (16)
For if σA,`ppqXF “ H then obviously pApYBpqXF “ H. And if pApYBpqXF “
H holds true, then σA,`ppq “ ApYBp. So, σA,`ppqXF ‰ H implies s0 P σA,`ppq.
Claim: For i P t1, . . . , nu we have σA,`pp1 ` . . .` piq X F ‰ H.
Proof of the claim. As w1 P LpAq and for every w P Σ
˚ by Defini-
tion 6 and Lemma 1 we have δps0, wq P fpts0u, wq Ď σA,`pψpwqq, we get
δps0, w1q P σA,`pp1q. Hence σA,`pp1q X F ‰ H as δps0, w1q P F . Now,
suppose inductively that for i P t1, . . . , n´ 1u we have
σA,`pp1 ` . . .` piq X F ‰ H.
By Equation (16) and the remarks thereafter, s0 P σA,`pp1`. . .`piq. By
Definition 6 and Lemma 1 then, as p1` . . . pi`1 “ p1` . . . pi `ψpwi`1q,
δps0, wi`1q P δpσA,`pp1 ` . . .` piq, wi`1q
Ď fpσA,`pp1 ` . . .` piq, wi`1q [Definition 6]
Ď σA,`pp1 ` . . .` pi ` pi`1q. [Lemma 1]
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As δps0, wi`1q P F we find σA,`pp1 ` . . .` pi ` pi`1q X F ‰ H.[\
With the above claim, for i “ n, we find σA,`ppq X F ‰ H.
Conversely, assume σA,`ppq X F ‰ H or p “ p0, . . . , 0q. In the latter case we
have p P ψpLpAq˚q by definition of the star operation. Hence, assume the former
holds true. If p P ψpLpAqq Ď ψpLpAq˚q we have nothing to prove. So, assume
p R ψpLpAqq. Then, we claim the next.
Claim: There exists q P Nk
0
with q ă p such that p “ q`ψpwq for some w P LpAq
and σA,`pqq X F ‰ H.
Proof of the claim. As p R ψpLpAqq, we have
tδps0, wq | ψpwq “ pu X F “ H.
Set Bq “ tδps0, wq | Dq P N
k
0 : q ă p, ψpwq ` q “ p, σA,`pqq X F ‰ Hu.
Assume Bp X F “ H, then by Proposition 4 this implies σA,`ppq “
tδps0, wq | ψpwq “ pu Y Bp. But then, as σA,`ppq X F ‰ H, this is not
possible and we must have Bp X F ‰ H, which gives the claim. [\
By the above claim, choose q P Nk
0
with q ă p and p “ q ` ψpwq for some
w P LpAq and σA,`pqq X F ‰ H. By induction hypothesis, we find u P LpAq
˚
with ψpuq “ q. Then p “ ψpuq ` ψpwq “ ψpuwq and we have uw P LpAq˚, i.e.
p P ψpLpAq˚q. [\
5.14 Proof of Theorem 9 (See page 11)
Theorem 9. Let A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a permutation automaton. Then
permpLpAq˚q “ permpLpAqq,˚
is regular and scppermpLpAqq,˚q ď
´
|Q|k
śk
j“1 Lj
¯
` 1, where Lj for j P
t1, . . . , ku denotes the order of aj viewed as a permutation of the state set Q.
Proof. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and A “ pΣ,Q, δ, s0, F q be a permutation automa-
ton. Denote by σA,` : N
k
0
Ñ PpQq the state label map from Definition 6 and by
ψ : Σ˚ Ñ Nk0 the Parikh map. By Proposition 4 we have
permpLpAqq,˚ “ ψ´1pσ´1
A,`pFqq Y tεu
with F “ tS Ď Q | S X F ‰ Hu Ď PpQq. Inspecting Definition 6, we see that
the state label map is compatible with A. So, by Proposition 2, the indices of
the automata A
pjq
p from Definition 4 are universally bounded by p|Q|´1qLj and
the periods divide Lj . Hence, applying Theorem 3 gives
13
scpψ´1pσ´1
A,`pFqqq ď |Q|
k
kź
j“1
Lj.
Finally, using Lemma 8 gives the result for the iterative shuffle. [\
13 The set ψ´1pσ´1
A,`pFqq equals permpLpAqq
,`. This is not explicitly stated but could
be extracted from the proof of Proposition 4.
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5.15 Proof of Corollary 4 (See page 11)
Corollary 4. Let Σ “ ta1, . . . , aku and L Ď Σ
˚ be a commutative group lan-
guage with period vector pp1, . . . , pkq. Then scpL
,˚q ď pscpLqk
śk
j“1 pjq ` 1.
Proof. For a commutative group language, the period pj ą 0 is the smallest
positive number pj such that ra
pj
j s”L “ rεs”L . For w P Σ
˚, as a
pj
j ”L ε, we have
a
pj
j w ”L w
and by commutativity a
pj
j w ”L wa
pj
j . Hence, for any w,w
1 P Σ˚ with w ”L w
1
we have wa
pj
j ”L a
pj
j w ”L w ”L w
1 ”L a
pj
j w
1 ”L w
1a
pj
j . So, for the mini-
mal commutative automaton AL “ pΣ,Q, δ, rεs”L, F q we have δprws”L , a
pj
j q “
rwa
pj
j s”L “ rws”L and this is the way the letter acts on the states of the minimal
automaton14. So the period is precisely the order15 of the letter viewed as a per-
mutation acting on the Nerode right-congruence classes. As L is commutative,
we have permpLq “ L. Hence, the statement is implied by Theorem 6. [\
14 Equivalently, we could notice that for commutative languages, the Nerode-right,
Nerode-left and the syntactical equivalence are all equal, which gives rws”L rajs”L “
rwajs”L and so rws”L ra
pj
j s”L “ rws”L for any w P Σ, where we have such a well-
defined concatenation of the right congruence classes inherited from the syntactical
congruence.
15 Note that for a general (not assumed to be commutative) group language, for any
letter aj the smallest number pj such that ra
pj
j s”L “ rεs”L is not the order of the
letter, but merely the length of the cycle in which the state rεs”L appears.
